
Lint Remover ZHIBAI QL1 Ref: 6971016547718
Lint Remover ZHIBAI QL1
 
ZHIBAI brand is part of the Xiaomi ecosystem
 
ZHIBAI QL1 lint remover
Soon your old, wrinkled clothes can look like new! The practical ZHIBAI QL1 lint remover will quickly and effectively remove wrinkles from
clothes,  bedding,  blankets  or  plush  toys.  It  is  equipped  with  a  powerful  motor,  and  allows  you  to  choose  from  5  speed  levels.  The
ergonomic cordless design guarantees comfort, while the durable battery provides a run time of up to 60 minutes.
 
 
Impressive performance
The  shaver  is  equipped  with  a  high-end  motor,  which  speed  reaches  6500rpm.  Thanks  to  this,  it  can  easily  handle  even  extremely
stubborn lint. The steel blade and specially designed mesh with holes in 3 sizes allow you to effectively remove lint without damaging
your clothes. With ZHIBAI you will restore your clothes to their former shine!
 
 
Long working time
Free yourself from cables and enjoy freedom of movement. The ZHIBAI QL1 shaver is cordless - the durable battery means it can run for
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up to 60 minutes on a full charge. That's enough to bring many clothes to order! Charging the device will only take about 2 hours. What's
more,  the  USB-C  interface  allows  you  to  charge  the  shaver  not  only  with  a  regular  charger,  but  also  with  a  powerbank  or  laptop,  for
example.
 
 
Comfort of use
Find  out  that  removing  wrinkles  from your  clothes  doesn't  have  to  require  much  effort  at  all.  The  QL1  lint  shaver  is  very  simple  and
convenient to use. It offers 5 speed levels to choose from, so you can adjust it to your needs. You can empty the large waste container by
pressing a button - no need to get your hands dirty. The elongated handle fits perfectly in your hand and makes it easy to maneuver the
device, and the built-in indicator will provide you with information about the charging status.
 
 
Thoughtful design
Unsightly wrinkles visible on your clothes will no longer ruin your vacation or business trip. The QL1 shaver is lightweight and compact
enough that you can easily pack it in your suitcase and take it with you on vacation. This will give you the ability to quickly remove lint
wherever you are! The device also ensures safe use. If the blade guard is opened or loosened, the shaver will automatically stop working
to protect you from injury.
 
Brand
ZHIBAI
Name
Lint Remover
Model
QL1
Color
Black
Working time
About 60min
Charging time
About 2h
Charging interface
USB-C
Rated operating voltage
3.3V
Rated charging voltage
5V
Power
5W
Dimensions
211x78x75mm
Weight
240g
 
 

Price:

€ 18.50
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